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Introduction
The "Altai" earthquake occurred with a 7.5 magnitude in AltaiMountains region on September 27, 2003. It was the strongest event
in the Altai-Sayan region during the instrumental period of the
seismological observations. The epicenter area was studied during the
first years after the event (from 2004 to 2010). These studies were
conducted independently and the results were not really integrated
together between the different geophysical methods. The aftershock
processes of this class of earthquakes in the Altai can last for years as
in the case of the Busingol earthquake. Better understanding of the
geological structure in the epicenter area may improve our knowledge
about recovering processes and chances of repeating such strong
earthquakes in this region.

The participants have taken part in all steps of carrying out the field
work: from planning and survey design to measurements in the field,
data processing and interpretation. Collaboration with the active
scientists specializing in various branches of Geophysics as well as
working with the modern professional geophysical equipment have
greatly improved the professional skills of the participants.
Location
The Field Camp "In the heart of the earthquake" was from 17 to 31
of the August 2021 in the Altai Republic, Russia in the very heart of
the incredible Altai Mountains. The field works were near Beltir (about
40 km from the Cuektanar river) in the epicenter area of the Altai
earthquake.

Geophysical measurements
During the Field Camp geophysical investigation was conducted on
three objects. First and main object was the fracture zone in the
epicentral area of the Altai earthquake. This site was studied using
seismic survey methods with active source, electro resistivity
tomography and GPR prospecting in order to evaluate its geological
structure. Next object was blast furnaces, where we applied magnetic
prospecting to find some evidence of ancient metalwork. Third survey
site was in the valley nearby camp location, where we applied
magnetotelluric sounding for participant education.
Fault zone
Measurements in the fracture zone were organized in the following:
seismic survey line laid across the fault zone with the midpoint in the
fracture. Distance between geophones were 5 meters.
ERT observation array consisted of 6 survey lines with 5 meter
electrode spacing and 10 meters spacing between lines. Third ERT line
overlapped the seismic line. It made possible integrated interpretation
of obtained results. GPR profile line also laid nearby seismic profile
line. Before discussion of obtained results, it is important to note that
permafrost rocks are characterized by high seismic wave velocity and
high resistivity.
Seismic survey
After seismic data processing and inversion using the General
Reciprocal method, travel time seismic tomography, Multichannel
analysis of surface waves next results were obtained (Fig. 1.). What
can be seen on figure is asymmetry permafrost distribution regarding
the fracture. According to results of GRM, MASW and seismic
tomography permafrost are shallow in the left part of the crosssection. There is a clear boundary between frost permafrost and
thawed rocks. Match of boundaries obtained by P-waves (using GRM)
and S-waves (using MASW) indicate no significant water-bearing in
the ground. There is an opposite situation on the right side of the
cross-section. Firstly, boundaries obtained by P-wave and S-wave
match, but the S-wave velocity slightly decreases from first layer to
second layer. It indicates high water-bearing of the ground. Secondly,
according to the seismic tomography results there is low P-velocity
(for permafrost rocks) for the first 30 meters depths, which is less
than in the left part. All this evidence can be interpreted as talick in
the right part of the cross-section.

Fig.1. Results obtained by seismic survey methods. White line indicates the
refractor boundary according to the GRM results.

The Field Camp included:
Lectures about geophysical methods, tours to the wonderfull places
of the Altai Mountains with interesting geology aspects;
Field works (seismic survey with active source, seismology, ERT,
GPR, magnetic survey, magnetotelluric sounding), data processing
and the results interpretation;
Team-building
activities
and
communication
between
the
participants;
Having fun!

GPR
GPR results didn't get significant results about geological structure
in the fault zone. It is caused by geological features of the Chuysky
hollow which is composed of clayey boulder-pebble sediments.
Electromagnetic waves rapidly fade in clay rocks, so on GPR crosssection only the first few centimeters of ground can be observed (Fig.
2.).
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Fig.2. Results obtained by GPR.

ERT
After processing and inversion of ERT data we obtained the next
3D-distribution of resistivity (Fig.3.). First of all, there are two very
high-resistivity fields that can be noted on this model. Resistivity
value of this matches with typical range of permafrost rocks
resistivity. What is interesting there is the area between these fields
that lay under the rupture. There is high resistivity but less that could
be expected for solid permafrost rocks and much more for trawned
rocks. We suggest that there is evidence of permafrost regeneration
during the past 20 year from the Altai earthquake.
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Fig.3. 3D-distribution of resistivity obtained by ERT. Black dots are positions of the electrods.

Seismology
Altai mountains is an active collision zone with GPS displacement
about first cm per year. Such geodynamic activity accomponim high
seismic activity. We deployed 5 stations for one day nearby the
campsite and the Altai earthquake epicentral area to indicate
earthquakes and locate their sources. On this 1 day records 4
earthquakes were identified and located. We found that sources of
this earthquakes didn’t form a cluster and were located in absolutely
different places of the Altai mountains!
Conclusion
The results obtained by combining several geophysical methods are
consistent with the main features of the previous researches studies
and are much more reliable. We have obtained unique results on the
structure of permafrost and its recovering in the fault zone of the
Altai earthquake. In combination with seismological data, the obtained
structure of permafrost tells us that the zone of the catastrophic Altai
earthquake of 2003 is seismically calm.
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